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l, the undersigned,

for the purpOses 0f the REF [EU, Euratom] No 114U2014, Art. 3tlltdl,

hereby DECLARE tnat:

[U the European Free Aliance ASBL/EUPP [EFA] wished to participate in the 2014 elections t0 the

European Parliament and [2f wishes to participate in the next elections to the European Parliament.

The European Free Alliance reqrets that no provisions have been adopted necessary for the election

of the Members of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage with a uniform procedure in

all Member States or in accordance with principles common to all Member States as stipulated in the

Article 223[1] of the Treaty 0n the Functioning of the European Union.

For this reason, I

hereby PUBLICLY DECLARE also that:

it is the intention of the European Free Alliance to participate in elections to the European Parliament

as s00n as it will be allowed by the European law and regulations.

ln the meantime, the EFA participates in the European elections through its members.
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ln annex, there are the most recent results of European elections in the Members States where the

European Free Alliance ha throu h mem

nce
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NOTES

al ln Spain, NECat, lndependants, ERC and others formed the coalition "L'Esquerra pel dret a

decidir' IEPDD] in the European elections 2014. The MEP elected as lndependent on the list

0f 'L'esquerra pel dret a decidir". IEPDD] has inscribed in the EP under the name of the party

'Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya" [ERC], a member of the coalition EPDD. ERC is a full

member of the EFA.

bl ln Spain, Euskal Herria Bildu, Bloque Nacionalista Galego [BNG] and others formed the

coalition "Los pueblos deciden" ILPD]. EH Bildu elected MEP  is an indivisual

member of the EFA, BNG is a full member of the EFA.

cl ln Spain, C0MPROMIS, Equo, Cha and others formed the coalition "Primavera Europea". CHA

is a full member of the EFA. COMPR0MIS is coalition of which is part BL0C, which is full

member of the EFA, [MEP from C0MPROMIS was replaced by MEP from EQUO on 1-0/10/2016]

dl ln the UK, the website of the Electoral Commission redirects to the website of the BBC for the

list with the official results. Copies of both sites are attached.
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